
 
 

December 3, 2020 
 
Dear Senator or Representative: 
 

We understand that Congress is considering providing a “liability shield” to protect 
certain businesses from lawsuits alleging that their negligent operations caused customers or 
employees to be infected with COVID-19. The Center for Science in the Public Interest1 writes 
to urge Congress to reject this call for COVID-19 legal immunity, which is troublingly being 
proposed in the context of legislation that apparently also lacks critical and sorely needed 
protections for workers. 
 

Both the permanent version of a liability shield proposed in the Safe to Work Act2 and 
the most recent iteration billed as a compromise or a temporary measure3 suffer from the same 
fatal flaws. First, they incentivize harmful conduct. A liability shield in any form would decimate 
incentives for businesses to take reasonable steps to reduce infections: it thus poses a substantial 
risk to public health and is counterproductive to keeping essential businesses operating. Second, 
it deprives people of redress for negligent conduct. Last, it is unnecessary. The law already 
adequately shelters businesses that take reasonable precautions to protect employees and the 
public from contracting COVID-19. 
 

Importantly, existing law already shields companies from non-meritorious lawsuits. State 
tort law already provides companies with sufficient legal protection and takes into account the 
context in which any potentially tortious act occurs. To bring a successful claim, any plaintiff 
would need to establish that a company was negligent, which, according to the Second 
Restatement of Torts,  takes into account the magnitude of risk, the importance of the companies’ 
operations, industry customs, regulatory guidance, information gaps, and the existence of an 
emergency.4 Since our country’s founding, courts and juries have properly made exactly this sort 
of fact-specific determination.5 

 
In addition, other existing legal structures already limit companies’ exposure to 

liability—including targeted coronavirus immunity in numerous states, worker’s compensation 
coverage, damage caps, federal immunity provided to vaccine manufacturers, and liability 
insurance.6 Companies that follow administrative regulations and guidance, adopt industry best 
practices, and take reasonable precautions will have better outcomes and considerable legal 
protection.7 But a liability shield improperly protects companies that fail to take such reasonable 
measures, and would deprive victims of the fact-finding tools to ferret out bad actors and seek 
reasonable compensation for losses. 

 
We value and fully support the efforts of businesses to provide Americans with critical 

products and services during this health crisis. However, businesses must not sacrifice reasonable 
safety measures. Unsafe operations have already resulted in business closures and the further 
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spread of COVID-19, which puts workers’ and the public’s health and safety at risk, threatens 
supply chains, harms our economy, and further burdens the health care system. Legal 
accountability provides an essential incentive for businesses to take reasonable measures. 

 
We all need grocery stores, food supply chains, and nursing homes to provide essential 

services and remain in business. But if grocery stores fail to follow reasonable protective 
measures, such as requiring social distancing, providing protective gear for their employees, 
requiring customers to wear masks, and requiring employees to stay home when sick,8 

employees and customers will get sick,9 which will result in the overburdening of our health care 
system, greater loss of life, and the inability of grocery stores to provide essential services. Far 
from a theoretical risk, the United Food and Commercial Workers International Union reports 
that at least 109 grocery workers have died from COVID-19,10 and a recent study found that 20 
percent of grocery workers in one Boston store were positive for COVID-19.11   
 

Nowhere are these issues clearer than in the meatpacking industry where the failure to 
follow acceptable practices resulted in numerous plant closures and the deaths of at least 254 
workers.12 In one appalling example, the family of a Tyson employee who died of COVID-19 
alleges that the facility’s managers wagered on how many employees would get COVID-19.13 
That facility had more than 1,000 employees test positive for COVID-19 in May.14 A liability 
shield would gut any incentive these companies have to adequately protect their workforce. A 
more effective way to keep these plants operating is to implement necessary safety measures, 
such as requiring the Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) to issue an 
Emergency Temporary Standard.15  
 

Finally, the risks in nursing homes also show why a liability shield is poor policy and 
would have negative effects on human health and safety. At least 101,000 COVID-19 deaths 
have been linked to nursing homes.16 Although the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
(CMS) has reported violations in about 3,500 nursing homes since the beginning of the 
pandemic, CMS has rarely levied significant penalties.17 For example, a facility with 15 COVID-
19 deaths was fined only $3,250 for failing to ensure staff wore masks.18 Without accountability, 
nursing homes will undoubtedly fail to improve their handling of patients.  

 
Indeed, it is the failure to take reasonable measures to protect employees and the public 

that has led, and will continue to lead, essential businesses to close19 and has resulted in further 
community spread of COVID-19.20 That is the true threat to business operations and to our safe 
economic recovery. We strongly oppose any legislation to immunize businesses that fail to 
operate in a reasonably safe manner during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 

Sincerely, 
 

 
 

Peter Lurie, M.P.H., M.D.     Laura MacCleery  
   President and Executive Director   Policy Director 
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